
According to CERT1, there were more
than 82,000 security incidents last
year, and those numbers only hint at

the scope of the problem because they do not
count ongoing and multi-site attacks separately.

Viruses, spyware and attempted intrusions
are the dark side of the Internet, so this
month’s column focuses on free security soft-
ware for home and office to help bring these
activities into the light where they can be mon-
itored and ameliorated.

There is no ignoring the elephant in the
room—for whatever reason (ubiquity or poor
design), Microsoft products are the most com-
mon victim of security breaches. If you are
solely a mainframe user, or if you run a Novell
network, or a Macintosh environment, your
security risks are much lower. Even so, odds
are you are using some form of Windows
client, and so our shareware spotlight this
month is once again Windows-oriented.

DOCTOR, PATCH THYSELF

To be fair to Microsoft, around 90% of all
security breaches are largely the result of sys-
tem misconfiguration—or to be blunt—more
often than not administrator error.2

Therefore, job one is keeping your systems
well patched. This can be a miserable, annoy-
ing, back-burner task for administrators, often
reduced to a reactive move made only after an
attack on a system. Following are some good
tools to help you move towards a proactive
approach, and they will save you much effort
in the long run.

An obvious but limited tool for patching is
the Windows OS built-in Windows Update
feature. But a far better tool is the Microsoft
Security Baseline Analyzer 1.1 (MBSA). It is
a more user-friendly version of the Microsoft
command-line application HFNetChk.exe,
which scans for missing security patches in

Windows (NT4/2000/XP), and related Windows
components such as Internet Explorer, Internet
Information Server, SQL and Exchange.

MBSA is limited and does little to ease
enterprise-wide patching. Patch management
has become such a massive headache for
organizations that there is a burgeoning market
for better solutions. In a recent conversation
with Shavlik Technologies3, I heard something
that struck me as emblematic of this—a com-
pany that had hired an administrator assigned
the sole task of applying patches.

Shavlik is the originator of the patch scan
technology behind MBSA.

Shavlik itself offers an enhanced enterprise
patch manager called Shavlik HFNetChkLT,
a GUI patch management application. This light
version caps at 50 machines. It is a deceptively
simple application with an intuitive, attractive
interface. Deploying patches and initiating scans
is rendered a simple drag-and-drop task,
although a command-line interface is available
for those who prefer that environment.

Shavlik’s product boasts scanning speed
and patch details well beyond Microsoft’s
MBSA. It’s powerful features include remote-
scan and patch “push” capability, saving
administrators much work. There is no need to
load software agents on remote systems, and
Shavlik offers the ability to get detailed
independent information about patches and
vulnerabilities from third parties such as
TruSecure and BugTraq—a feature sorely
lacking in MBSA. Enterprise management
software plug-ins and expanded OS support
are in the works for the professional version.

The application is free, but registration is
required.

A PATCHWORK QUILT

Of course, system patches are only part of
the picture. Intrusions and hacking are marquee

problems, but viruses have become an almost
mundane threat that administrators encounter on
a day-to-day basis and are equally disruptive.

AVG 6.0 AntiVirus
AVG is a free Windows anti-virus package

from Grisoft, a Czech company. If you’d really
rather not spend any money, AVG is just about
your only choice. It seems to me that virus
protection is too important an issue to insist on
saving a few dollars, but if you insist, AVG has
the basic necessities—an Outlook Express
plug-in, scheduled scanning, and a reasonably
friendly, if limited, user interface. On the
downside, virus definition updates are too
infrequent; most features sought by advanced
users are unavailable in the free edition, and
AVG’s detection rate lags behind most com-
mercial virus solutions. Nonetheless, if you
want to avoid the up-front purchase and ongoing
subscription costs of commercial anti-virus
packages, AVG is worth a look.

SPYBOT SD 1.2
In researching shareware for NaSPA’s

libraries and writing these articles, I test scores of
applications every month. I try hard to sort the
wheat from the chaff, and the price of this dili-
gence is sometimes a system rebuild. There is a
lot of unstable and buggy shareware out there.
Usually though, there is nothing malicious about
these applications. Their flaws are simply the
inevitable result of beginning or moonlighting
programmers making honest mistakes.

With the proliferation of spyware, however,
shareware has lost some of its innocence.
After several weeks of use, I discovered one of
my favorite shareware applications was track-
ing my Internet usage, targeting ads at me and
capturing personal information.

I felt wounded in an almost personal way—
as if I’d been lied to or deceived. But then, I
had! Spyware is a growing and serious threat
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and is a loose term for any application—usu-
ally tied to a downloaded program or Internet
Explorer control—which provides informa-
tion about your computer, you or your brows-
ing habits surreptitiously.

For me, the whistle-blower was SpyBot
Search and Destroy, likely the best of its
breed. SpyBot is the work of Patrick Kolla,
who wrote the application simply because he
resents spyware—what better motivation
could a programmer have than revenge?

SpyBot features very fast scanning abilities
and an “immunization” feature that allows
SpyBot to automatically block common spy-
ware applications. A secure “file-shredding”
tool and another tool to examine start-up appli-
cations and processes are a nice touch included
in the package. Frequent definition updates,
sophisticated program control features (in
advanced mode) and detailed information
about threats make this program a must-have.

SHEDDING DAYLIGHT

One challenge when delineating the extent
of security problems on Windows systems is
knowing just what is malicious activity and
what is merely a maintenance issue. A system
slow-down is a perfect example of this conun-
drum; is it merely time to defragment your
workstation hard-drive, or are you facing
deeply embedded security risks?

Taking a look at the long list of threads and
processes running on your system is the best
way to clarify the legitimacy of your environ-
ment and can yield tremendously useful
insights into system performance.

Process Viewer 3.7.2 by Igor Nys is an ideal
tool for this. A simple executable, Process
Viewer lists every active and idle process run-
ning on your system. It allows you to drill down
into extensive detail such as memory usage,
thread IDs and the most arcane elements of the
Windows OS. Most importantly, you can set pri-
orities and kill dangerous suspect processes such
as BackOrifice, the Windows remote administra-
tion backdoor hacking tool. Included in the
package is a scriptable command-line process
manager that lets you automate and schedule
process management. This is one of those little
applications that proves that good things come
in small packages. Best of all, it’s free!

THROW ANOTHER LOG ON
THE FIREWALL

In an enterprise environment, you almost
surely already have a robust firewall solution

in place. Yet even in such an environment,
individual workstation firewalls may make
sense, and they are usually vital for the home
systems of telecommuting workers, especially
if they use always-on broadband connections.

ZoneAlarm 3.7 by Zone Labs was probably
the first free firewall available. It was well-
reviewed recently in this magazine by Maria
Piech (Technical Support, January 2003) and
is certainly a good choice. However, it is bit
of a resource hog and aimed more at users
who want to be reasonably safe but lack, or
don’t want, higher-level knowledge of net-
work activity.

The better alternative for advanced users is
Sygate Personal Firewall, by Sygate technolo-
gies. Unlike ZoneAlarm, it allows advanced
tweaks such as rulesets and is a less resource-
hungry application than ZoneAlarm. For a free
product, it is really quite sophisticated, allowing
exceptionally granular control (such as specific
ports and protocols) of inbound and outbound
traffic as well as detailed information on indi-
vidual connection attempts down to packet
inspection. The extensive logging and filtering
capability is just icing on the cake. This appli-
cation is free for personal non-commercial use
(you must register, however), and reasonably
priced licenses are available for enterprise
deployments.

Unfortunately, software firewalls are, well,
soft. The debate about this fact goes on, but a
dedicated hardware-based firewall is single-
tasked and more effective. One interesting way
to do this is IPCop (http://www.ipcop.org”) ,
which is really just a firewall-specific open-
source Linux distribution.

It seems like almost every IT department
has a heap of old PCs in a closet somewhere.
Grab one of those dusty Pentium Is, and with
the installation of IPCop, you have remark-
ably powerful firewall system. You don’t
even need a monitor or keyboard, since
IPCop features a Web-interface management
system. Base your system specs on your
goals (more RAM, say, for caching, if
desired) but in general, you’ll find the hard-
ware requirements to be minimal.

IPCop is a very reliable application,
boasting a journaled file system and running
on a Linux 2.2 Kernel. Installation is quite
simple (especially for a Linux tool), and the
project is extensively documented with
active user discussion groups if you run into
difficulties.

At installation, you determine your network
interfaces, of which there are up to three; these
are termed “RED,” for the Internet (exposed)

interface, “ORANGE” for the DMZ interface
(optional), and “GREEN” for the internal (pro-
tected) interface.

Although not perhaps scalable to the largest
of enterprises, IPCop is a genuinely robust

firewall. It incorporates open-source great-
est hits such as Squid, the Web-proxy and
cache application, and Snort, the intrusion
detection application.

Regular examination of your firewall logs is
the very essence of security. I’d like to take a
look at EventSentryLite 1.12 by Netikus.net.

This is an event log parser that runs as a
service on Windows NT/2000/XP systems.
The beauty of EventSentry is that you can cre-
ate a custom filter (by severity, message text,
or source) that alerts you only to events that
are of particular concern. Alerts can be sent by
e-mail, and even in a “mini” format, which is
ideal for cellphones and pager.

A slick “summary” feature will send a fil-
tered event log at a specific time (such as the
end of the day) or a log of specific events to a
supervisor to help keep tabs on the activities
and diligence of individual administrators
responsible for specific systems or domains.
Best of all? It’s freeware.

CONCLUSION

I hope I’ve demonstrated that “secure” and
“cheap” don’t have to be mutually exclusive
terms. What do you think? If you have a
favorite security tool, let me know! I’d also
like to hear from readers if the focus of
Shareware Spotlight is where you want it.
Perhaps you’d like to see more Linux cover-
age, or another platform such as Novell or
Macintosh, or more in-depth reviews of fewer
applications. E-mail your comments to
jimj@naspa.com
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1http://www.cert.org/stats/cert_stats.html
2Gartner
3www.shavlik.com
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